
Chapter 22. Is There a Universal Field of Consciousness?

Q: We naturally have a tendency to confuse our perceptions of ourselves acting and thinking in
the world with being the reality of the self, thus creating an illusion of what the self is, whereas
it's an immaterial consciousness embedded in a field of consciousness (what I term the Universal
Field of Consciousness, UFC). We cannot recognize our being embedded in the UFC, because
that's all we know, never being able to stand back to observe our being so embedded. In my own
text about the nature of consciousness, I sight this quote from Wallace to make that point:

What is Consciousness?

There are these two young fish swimming along, and they happen to meet an older fish
swimming the other way, who nods at them and says, “Morning, boys, how’s the water?” And
the two young fish swim on for a bit, and then eventually one of them looks over at the other and
goes, “What the hell is water?”—David Foster Wallace, This Is Water

A: I take a strict Advaita Vedanta view of things. I've found the best discussion of the nature of
nondual awareness is in the testimony of Nisargadatta Maharaj, especially in his spiritual classic
I Am That. In terms of what modern physics tells us, all I've really done is to correlate what the
holographic principle of quantum gravity says about the nature of reality, as nicely explained by
Amanda Gefter in her book Trespassing on Einstein's Lawn, with what Nisargadatta says. The
correlation is perfect if you accept that nondual awareness is the fundamental basis for reality.

What you call the Universal Field of Consciousness is not really in the universe. The universe is
in consciousness. The fundamental nature of consciousness, which is called nondual awareness,
is the void, which is like an undivided and unlimited motionless ocean of pure consciousness. If
you're familiar with the Michelson-Morley experiment, this is what those physicists called the
ether, or what's called the vacuum state in quantum field theory. The key point is that the void is
not in or a part of the universe. The universe is in the void. When the void focalizes itself into a
focal point of perceiving consciousness, called the observer, and that point of consciousness
begins to move relative to the motionless void, which physicists call an observer in an
accelerated frame of reference, an event horizon arises that limits the observer's observations of
things in space. When quantized bits of information, called qubits, are encoded on that event
horizon, the horizon turns into a holographic screen. Everything the observer can observe in its
own holographic world is like an image projected from that screen to the observer's central point
of view and animated in the flow of energy that arises from the observer's own motion relative to
the void. Both the observer and its holographic screen arise within the void. We only share a
consensual reality as observers at different points of view when our respective holographic
screens overlap and share information. This is all happening within the void, but in-and-of-itself,
nothing ever happens in the void if the void does not first focalize itself into a focal point of
consciousness that begins to move relative to the motionless void. In other words, the universe is
a dream the void is dreaming, but we have to become observers before we can dream that dream.



Why the Scientific Study of Consciousness has the Whole Thing Ass-Backwards

A recent Scientific American article suggests that consciousness pervades the entire universe.
The problem with this idea is that to say that consciousness arises in and pervades the universe is
the same mistake as to say that consciousness arises within the brain. This idea has the whole
thing ass-backwards. In reality, the universe arises within consciousness just as the brain arises
within consciousness. When you see something on your computer screen, you don't arise within
the computer. The computer screen is there within your field of view. You're the consciousness
present at a point of view in relation to the screen as the computer screen arises within your field
of view. The thing you see that appears on the computer screen arises within your field of view,
while your consciousness can only be present at a point of view in relation to the screen.

The Observer, the Screen and the Thing

This simple fact about consciousness is perfectly obvious, and yet it's almost universally ignored
by the scientific community in the study of consciousness. The only science that even comes
close to understanding consciousness in this way is theoretical physics with its recent discovery
of the holographic principle of quantum gravity. In her recent book, Trespassing on Einstein's
Lawn, the science journalist Amanda Gefter tried to make sense of the holographic principle by
interviewing the best minds in theoretical physics, but eventually she was forced to go beyond
anything these brainy scientists had to say about consciousness. The problem is, in the sense of
the holographic principle, the computer screen is a holographic screen that defines the universe.



The Holographic Principle

The universe is defined on a holographic screen. That's where all the qubits of information for
the universe are encoded. Everything that is observable in the universe can be reduced to qubits
of information encoded on the screen. The observer of the universe and everything in the
universe can only be understood as the perceiving consciousness that's present at a point of view.
It's that accelerating point of view of the observer that enters into an accelerated frame of
reference that gives rise to an event horizon that acts as a holographic screen.

Accelerating Observer's Event Horizon

If every observer observes its own holographic world as that world is defined on the observer's
own holographic screen that arises as an event horizon in its own accelerated frame of reference,



then how do we understand a consensual reality shared by many observers, with each observer at
its own individual point of view? The answer is information sharing. The qubits of information
encoded on each holographic screen are entangled due to quantum entanglement, and when those
holographic screens overlap in the sense of a Venn diagram, information can be shared among
those overlapping holographic screens.

Information Sharing among Overlapping Holographic Screens

When Gefter analyzed the holographic principle in this logical way, she was forced to face the
conundrum about where the observer comes from. The observer cannot logically arise within or
from the universe because everything in the universe can be reduced to qubits of information
encoded on an event horizon that arises in the observer's accelerated frame of reference. In some
logical sense, the observer has to come first. First the observer comes, then the universe arises. In
reality, they arise together, which is John Wheeler's idea of a self-excited circuit, but you can't
say that one arises from the other. This is where the void comes into the story. They both arise
from the void, which is Gefter's final conclusion that nothing is ultimately real. They both arise
from the ultimate reality of nothingness. The thing that people can't wrap their minds around is
that the ultimate nature of consciousness is that ultimate nothingness.

Atman-Brahman



The Scientific American article mentioned earlier, which suggests that consciousness pervades
the universe, makes a big deal about the qualia problem without suggesting a solution, because
there is no solution to the qualia problem. The qualia problem refers to the fact that all of our
physical theories, which are based on mathematics, can only describe the observable properties
of objects in terms of measurable quantities, and not in terms of subjectively perceived qualities.
For example, a light wave that is absorbed by the retina of the eye can be described in terms of
its wavelength, or a neuron that transmits information about that absorbed light wave can be
described in terms of its firing rate or some other measurable neuronal property, but that's not
how we subjectivity perceive light. We perceive the color of light, which is a quality, not a
quantity. There is no way to translate the wavelength of a light ray or the firing rate of a neuron
into the subjectively perceived color red. The color red is a quality, not a quantity. Organs of
sensory perception in the body can only transmit information in terms of measurable quantities,
like the firing rates of neurons or some other measurable neuronal property. The brain can only
process information in terms of measurable neuronal properties like the firing rate of neurons. At
the end of the day, there is no way to translate these measurable quantities into subjectively
perceived qualities, like the color red. The qualia problem can never be solved by any physical
theory that describes the measurable properties of objects in terms of mathematical quantities,
like a wavelength or a firing rate. These measurable quantities can never be translated into
subjectively perceived qualities, like the color red.

The reason the qualia problem can never be solved is because the subjectively perceived qualities
of objects are always perceived in a subject-object relation, and the subject is the observer. The
nature of the perceiving consciousness of the observer, which is the true nature of the subject,
can never be explained because the nature of consciousness can never be explained. The
measurable properties of objects, like the wavelength of a light ray or the firing rate of a neuron,
are always expressed in terms of quantities, but the subjectively perceived qualities of those
objects, like the color red, are always perceived in a subject-object relation, and the perceiving
consciousness of the subject can never be explained. That's why the qualia problem can never be
solved. To solve the qualia problem, we would have to explain the nature of consciousness,
which is impossible. The only thing our physical theories can ever explain are the measurable
properties of the objects that we observe, which are always expressed in terms of mathematical
quantities. We can never explain the nature of the perceiving consciousness of the observer that
measures those measurable quantities. Any attempt to do so would create a paradox of
self-reference and make the whole explanation logically inconsistent. It is logically impossible to
reduce the observer to a measurable quantity that the observer can measure, since that would
create a paradox of self-reference.

To use a computer analogy, this paradox of self-reference arises because we're trying to reduce
the observer of a computer screen to the information encoded inside the computer, which is
logically impossible. The observer is always outside the screen, and therefore outside the
computer. In terms of the holographic principle, the entire universe is defined on a holographic



screen. That's where all the qubits of information for the universe are encoded. Everything
observable in the universe, including the universe as the whole thing, can be reduced to qubits of
information encoded on the screen. The observer of the universe and everything in the universe
is outside that screen. Where is outside that screen? Outside the screen means the observer arises
as a point of perceiving consciousness in the void. The observer arises as a point of view in the
void at the center of its own holographic world, which is defined on a holographic screen that
arises as a bounding surface of space that surrounds the central point of view of the observer.

The source of the subjective perceiving consciousness of the observer can only be described as a
void of absolute nothingness. The void cannot be conceptualized, and therefore can never be
explained. To explain it would be to explain why consciousness exists, which is the same
problem as to explain why existence exists, which is an absurdity. You can't explain why
existence exists. At the ultimate level of existence, only consciousness exists, which is the same
as to say, at the ultimate level of existence, only the void exists. The existence of consciousness
can never be explained because the existence of the void can never be explained. The existence
of existence can never be explained. It simply exists. If it didn't exist, we wouldn't be here
talking about its existence. There's nothing else to say about it except that it exists.

The nature of every subjectively perceived experience is just that, it's a subjective experience.
There's no way one observer can compare its own subjectively perceived experiences to those of
another observer. Every subjective experience is experienced from its own point of view. There's
no way to compare what one observer calls the color red with what another observer calls the
color red. Subjectively perceived experiences are purely subjective, and unlike the measurable
properties of objects, they cannot be described in terms of our mathematical physical theories.
They cannot be reduced to quantities, which means they cannot be reduced to information. We
have no way to describe them. Only the object can be reduced to a quantity or to a form of
information, not the subject. Subjectively perceived qualities are always perceived in a
subject-object relation, which cannot be reduced to quantities. One observer cannot describe its
subjectively perceived experience of the color red to another observer other than to call it the
color red. We tend to conflate our subjectively perceived experiences of objects, like the color
red, with the objectively measured properties of those objects, like the wavelength of a light ray
or some pattern of neural activity that appears on a brain scan, and to assume that since the
measured quantity is the same, the subjectively perceived quality must be the same for all
observers, but this is only an assumption that can never be verified. On the other hand, different
observers are the same consciousness, just present at different points of view. Since all observers
arise within and from the same source of consciousness, which is the void, it probably is a pretty
good bet that their subjectively perceived perceptions of the same objects will be the same, just
observed from a different point of view.

Neuroscience assumes that there is a computer inside the brain inside a person in the world that
gives rise to the expression of ego-functions that determine the behaviors of that person, but the



real quantum computer is defined on a holographic screen that defines the observer's holographic
world. That's where the person, the ego, and the observer's world are all really defined.
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